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Newly Revised &amp; Updated! The eleventh edition of the best-selling American Dictionary defines the current, active vocabulary of American English and is continuously updated. [€[ More than 225,000 definitions and more than 42,000 examples of use [€[ Newly added words and meanings in various fields including technology, entertainment, health, science and society [€[ Special sections include the Style Guide, Foreign words
and phrases, biographical names and geographical names [€[ Includes electronic version of the dictionary and free one-year online subscription to Merriam-WebsterUnabridged.com [€[ New words include binge watch, clickbait, takeaway and troll © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branches Word of the Year 2020 | Pandemic 'Pandemic', plus 'malarkey,' 'kraken,' 'antebellum,' and 8 more of our top searches in 2020 Read Now »
Add tags for Merriam-Webster's collegiate dictionary. Show most popular tags like: List of tags | tag cloud Show most popular tags like: list of tags | tag cloud 1啦뉴 검색 QR /바啦 검색啦근 검색啦啦바啦啦 검색啦매啦매啦뷰/啦 4 / 0啦뷰/啦품啦 담겼啦啦. 바로 확인하시겠습니까? American 닫 And Dictionary Merriam-WebsterParent of Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Founded1831; 190 years ago (1831)FounderGeorge Merriam, Charles
MerriamCountry of OriginParty of StatesEntercountrySpringfield, MassachusettsPublishing TypesReference Books, Online DictionariesConsuction (s)Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.; Jacqui SafraOfficial websitemerriam-webster.com Merriam-Webster, Inc., is an American company that publishes reference books and is known mainly for its dictionaries. In 1831 George and Charles Merriam founded G&C Merriam Co. springfield,
Massachusetts. In 1843, after the death of Noah Webster, the company bought the rights to the American English Dictionary from Webster's estate. All Merriam-Webster dictionaries follow their lines to this source. In 1964, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., acquired Merriam-Webster, Inc. as a subsidiary. The company adopted its current name in 1982. [1] [2] Origins Noah Webster Main Article: Noah Webster In 1806, Webster published
his first dictionary, compendious dictionary of the English language. In 1807 Webster began two decades of intensive work to expand his publication into a fully comprehensive dictionary, the American Dictionary of The English Language. To help him track the etymology of words, Webster learned 26 languages. Webster hoped to standardize American speech because Americans in different parts of the country used slightly different
dictionaries and spelled, pronounced, and used words differently. Webster completed his vocabulary during his year abroad in 1825 in Paris, and at the University of Cambridge. His 1820 book contained 70,000 words, about 12,000 of which had never appeared in the dictionary before. As a spelling reformer, Webster believed that English spelling rules were unnecessarily complex, making his vocabulary American English spelling,
which replaces color color, waggon with wagon, and center with center. He also added American words, including skunk and squash, that did not appear in British dictionaries. At the age of 70 in 1828, Webster published his vocabulary; sold it badly, with only 2500 copies, and put it in debt. However, in 1840, he published the second edition in two volumes with much greater success. Merriam as publisher More information: Webster
Dictionary In 1843, after Webster's death, George Merriam and Charles Merriam secured publishing and revision rights to the 1840 edition of the dictionary. In 1847 they published a revision that did not change any of the main texts, but only added new parts, and a second update with illustrations in 1859. In 1864, Merriam published a very widespread edition that was the first version to change Webster's text, largely an overhaul of
his work still preserving many of its definitions and the name of the American Dictionary. This began with a series of revisions that were described as unaased in the content. In 1884 it contained 118,000 words, 3,000 more than any other English dictionary. [3] With the 1890 edition, the dictionary was reretitled by Webster International. Vocabulary has been greatly expanded in new editions of Webster International from 1909 and
1934, totaling more than half a million words, with the release of a 1934 retrospective called Webster's Second International or simply The Second Edition of New International. Merriam-Webster is a collegiate dictionary, eleventh edition. Collegiate Dictionary was introduced in 1898 and the series is now in its eleventh edition. Following the publication of Webster International in 1890, two collegiate editions were issued as abridgments
of each of their unabridged editions. Merriam redesigned the dictionary again with 1961 Webster being the third new international led by Philip B. Gove, making changes that sparked public controversy. Many of these changes were formatted, omitted from unnecessary punctuation, or avoiding complete sentences when the phrase was sufficient. Others, more controversially, signaled a shift away from linguistic normtivism and to the
description of American English as used at the time. [4] With the ninth edition (Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (WNNCD), published in 1983), the collective has adopted changes that distinguish it as a separate entity rather than just a certification of a third new international (the main text of which has remained virtually unreproved since 1961). Some custom names have been returned to the list of words, including the names
of the knights of the round table. The most important change was to include the date of the first known citation of each word to document its entry into the English language. The eleventh edition (published in 2003) contains more than 225 000 definitions and more than 165 000 entries. Sometimes it is part of a text CD-ROM. This dictionary is as a source for general spelling matters influential Chicago Style Manual, which follows many
book publishers and magazines in the United States. The Chicago Manual states that it usually opts for the first spelling mentioned. [5] G. &amp; C. Merriam lost the right to use the webster name only after a series of lawsuits placing that name in the public domain. Its name was changed to Merriam-Webster, Incorporated, with the release of the ninth new collegiate dictionary Webster in 1983. Previous publications have used the
Merriam-Webster dictionary as a subtitle for many years and will be available on earlier editions. Since the 1940s, the company has added many specialized dictionaries, language assistants, and other references to its repertoire. The company is a subsidiary of Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. since 1964. Services In 1996, Merriam-Webster launched its first website, which provided free access to online dictionary and te dictionary. [6]
Merriam-Webster has also published dictionaries of sonon, English use, geography (Merriam-Webster geographic dictionary), biography, proper names, medical terms, sports terms, slang, Spanish/English, and many more. Non-dictionary publications include collegiate thesaurus, secretarial manual, manual for writers and editors, collegiate encyclopedia, encyclopedia of literature, and encyclopedia of world religions. On February 16,
2007, Merriam-Webster announced the launch of a mobile dictionary and tesaurus service developed with mobile search-and-information provider AskMeNow. Consumers use this service to access definitions, spellings and synonyms via text message. Services also include Word of the Day Merriam-Webster and Open Dictionary, a wiki service that gives subscribers the ability to create and send their own new words and definitions.
[7] Pronunciation Guide For more information: Pronunciation respelling for English § Traditional respelling systems Merriam-Webster Society once used a unique set of phonetic symbols in its dictionaries–designed to help people from different parts of the United States learn to pronounce words in the same way as others who spoke with the same accent or dialect did. Unicode accommodated IPA symbols from Unicode version 1.1
published in 1993, but did not support phonetic symbols specific to Merriam-Webster dictionaries until Unicode version 4.0 was published in 2003. Therefore, in order for a computer to access pronunciation without having to rework all dictionaries on IPA notations, the online service Merriam-Webster determine phonetics by using a less specific set of ASCII characters. Writing Merriam creates items by finding the use of a specific word
in print and recording it in the citation database. [4] Editors at Merriam spend about an hour a day looking at press sources, from books and newspapers to less formal publications such as advertisements and product covers, to study the use of individual words and select the things that should be preserved in the citation file. The Merriam-Webster citation file contains more than 16 million entries documenting the individual use of
words. Millions of these quotes are recorded on 3-by-5 cards in their paper citation files. The earliest entries in paper citations date back to the late 19th century. Since 2009, all new entries have been recorded in an electronic database. [4] See also Befudiom Bilingual Dictionary Encyclopædia Britannica Ultimate Reference Suite, contains Merriam-Webster Lists Merriam-Webster Words of the Year Webster Dictionary Links ^ Merriam-
Webster Dictionary. Encyclopedia Britannica Online. 2015. Acquired June 24, 2015. ^ American Dictionary of English. Encyclopedia Britannica Online. 2015. Acquired June 24, 2015. ^ Webster is unaasved. Week: Canadian Journal of Politics, Literature, Science and the Arts. 1 (10): 160. 11 February 1884. April 2013. ^ a b c Fatsis, Stefan (January 12, 2015). Dictionary definition. Slate. ISSN 1091-2339. Loaded 2015-07-12. ^
Chicago Style Manual, 15. ^ Merriam-Webster, merriam-webster.com, Timeline: Merriam-Webster Milestones, archived from original on January 13, 2015, acquired October 14, 2018 ^ Trusca, Sorin (February 16, 2007). AskMeNow and Merriam-Webster Launch mobile dictionary. Softpedia. Acquired March 14, 2014. External links Merriam-Webster Online G. &amp; C. Merriam Company Collection, Amherst College Archives and
special collections obtained from
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